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Do people often behave irrationally?

What I hope to show is that answers to questions such as these are
oftentimes a lot less clear cut than optimists like Brennan suggest
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Instead of deducing general economic laws from highly abstract principles (and, at best,
testing them against some narrow contemporary data), he insisted that conclusions
should be founded on a wide observation of contemporary facts and aided by the
study of history
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Specifically, he found that ‘laws’ could be context dependent: dependent on the
different forms that the ownership and cultivation of land, and the conditions of
production and distribution, assume at different times and places
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Structuralists: by affecting a smoker’s spending decision, taxation may affect other
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❖

Ignorance and mischief are only two among many possible explanations of
disagreement
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Using different methods to address the same question therefore:
❖

Provides one with a fuller picture

❖

Helps to eliminate potential errors

The goal should be to weave all the evidence together into an overall narrative
which is convincing in its entirety
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This also makes clear that value judgements play an important role in
evidential reasoning
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❖

What’s good for a country will depend, among other things, on its level of
development, size, existing institutions, laws, and customs, cultural factors and
so on

